
Not every trade presents the opportunity to add significant value. Rules-Based 
Order Routing provides a flexible, cost-efficient solution to automate trading, 
enabling you to focus on orders requiring your attention.

Global, flexible and efficient 

Rules-Based Order Routing enables you to automate trading workflows across a number of different asset 
classes. Our solution is fast and flexible, allowing you as a trader to set a number of order routing rules that 
determine the trades to execute automatically and which ones to reserve for manual intervention. Importantly, 
the product helps you implement your policies to enable and demonstrate best execution compliance.

With unique visualization tools, we make it configurable to your preferences and needs. It is transparent, 
giving you the ultimate control over your electronic trading environment as well as end-to-end visibility and 
support for your regulatory compliance.

• Available as an add-on to Refinitiv™ REDI® EMS or Autex® Trade Route

• Uses Refinitiv data to set rules across a number of complex parameters

• Configure rules to route orders to specific brokers, algorithms or venues

• Trade across multiple asset classes

• Highly scalable throughput across multiple orders

RULES-BASED  
ORDER ROUTING
Achieving new efficiencies within a flexible  
end-to-end trading solution



Rules-Based Order Routing within REDI EMS

Example

Trader ABC creates a basket of orders to be sent to the market. Each order is processed through the  
Rules-Based Order Routing add-on based on a set of defined rules. The rules-based system automatically 
routes orders to a broker, or multiple brokers and/or algos, for execution, based on your predefined rules.  
The trader also has the option to trade manually depending on the parameters in place and can monitor 
automated trades in real time for quality assurance.
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Note: Clients need to have a contract with REDI and Refinitiv as well as the routing recipients.

End-to-end trading made smarter, faster and more efficient

Refinitiv end-to-end trading solutions are easy to use, streamline your workflow and provide actionable 
insight so you can trade smarter, faster and more confidently. Rules-Based Order Routing brings additional 
efficiencies into the mix, enabling you to conveniently and compliantly automate the most basic parts of  
your workflow, leaving you free to focus on the high-value trades that demand your expertise.
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